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Welcome to our June Map Hike! Throughout Hoover there are 8 wooden markers placed for 

you and your family to find; each one is marked with a star on your map. On this sheet there 

will be Jokes or riddles for each marker so be sure you read the full clue before going to look for 

that marker. To find the answers, find the markers!  

 
1. Find marker 1 to answer this: what is the only kind of tree that fits in your hand?  Your 

first stop on this hike is at the Kendall County Outdoor Education Center! Here you can 

pick up an extra map or guide sheet before your hike and check out the camps we have 

going on! Once you find your first marker, turn east and start heading across the field.  

 

2. Find marker 2 to answer this: What always runs but never gets tired? Past the field, you 

will see a grove of trees, look for your marker here! Follow the path through the pine 

trees to find marker three.  

 
3. Find marker 3 to answer this: What does the sun drink out of?  Now that you’ve made it 

through the pine trees, look around and see if you can find marker 3! After coming out 

of Edge of Pine trees and finding the answer to your joke, make a left and follow the 

path to marker four! 

 

4. Find marker 4 to answer this: Where do fish store their money? Look around at this 

corner and see if you can find marker four. This marker also holds a shortcut! If you 

would like to continue with the rest of the hike, go straight! If you would like to finish up 

sooner, turn left and follow the gravel path to marker 8! Remember, if you take this 

shortcut, you won’t find the answer to all of the riddles!  
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5. Find marker 5 to answer this: Where does a tree store all its belongings?  This marker 

can be found once you reach the asphalt path! Once you find marker five, turn left and 

look for marker six. 

 

6. Find marker 6 to answer this: What do you get when you cross a parrot with a 

centipede? Marker six can be found on this same path at a trail intersection. Check your 

map to see when you are close! Once you find it, continue west on the asphalt path.  

 
 

7. Find marker 7 to answer this: What type of dog tells time? Marker seven is on the same 

path as five and six. You can find it on a corner of the asphalt path and a gravel path.  

 
8. Find marker 8 to answer this: Why do humming birds hum? Continue up the asphalt 

path (headed south) to find your last marker! Look around in the northeast corner of 

the parking lot!  

 
 

  



 

 
 


